Note:
This directory was produced by AMARC Europe Women’s Network in 1996.
The present document shares the analytical introduction to the directory,
putting ‘women in community radio in Europe 1996’ in a historical perspective
and discusses the role and importance of women on the air.
The explanatory foreword is included.
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Foreword
The Women’s Network of AMARC Europe decided in its very first meeting to work
for having a directory of women’s radio stations and production collectives.
The directory should be a forum for exchange, direct networking and inspiration,
and it should be revised every second year to be of any real value. In the community
radio reality collectives are born and cease to exist all the time.
During the editing process I called one of the three respondents from the
Netherlands to clarify a point or two on her returned questionnaire... just to find out
that the women’s programme had just stopped. Sad, but the reality. But hopefully
this directory and the activity that we hope it will generate, will inspire women all
over Europe to start their own stations or collectives. The experience is available:
read the profiles, objectives and history of the radio activity included here, identify
those of most interest, and reach out for the phone!
The preliminary version of the first directory is being presented now, two years
later, at the second Pan-European conference of AMARC Europe, taking place in
Copenhagen during October 1996. The final version is hoped to appear in the spring
of 1997.
The main element of the directory naturally is the information about the individual
Women’s production collectives and radio stations. This information has been
collected through the distribution of a questionnaire sent out in hundreds via
regional and national community radio associations as well as smaller networks of
women. The responses are ordered nationally in the numbered section and include
the information made available by the respondents. Some groups have taken up the
invitation to present the history and other important facts of their station or
collective, others have chosen just to fill in the more quantitative elements of the
form. All the information provided for this section has been copied and translated as
directly as possible, letting the women represented speak for themselves.
Before the national radio profiles the work of the AMARC Europe Women’s Network
is presented through a fact sheet supplemented by personal statements by the
three coordinators of the network: Bianca Miglioretto, who represents Western
Europe and has been the actual co-ordinator of the action within the network since
January 1995; Melinda Borbely who represents Eastern and Central Europe and
finally Gulnara Medeubekova, who is to ensure that the interests of women from
the Central Asian region are reflected in the work and priorities of the network.
These statements are followed by an introduction by the editor of the volume,
setting all the individual elements of the directory into a larger context: “Women’s
Voices Crossing Frontiers - Twenty years of Women and Community Radio in
Europe”.
It is hoped that this directory will be published in larger numbers during the spring
of 1997, which will give new women’s radio production collectives and stations a
chance to get included, as well as those already existing, who have not already
responded.
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Furthermore the networking and information sharing aspect of the directory will be
strengthened by including at least four chapters at the end, covering:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Exchange of programmes,
Exchange of staff and internship programmes,
Informal correspondent network for exchange of news,
Information on training and trainers available.

So, there is still time. If your activity is not reflected in the following pages the way
you want: just send me a letter. If we get the funds - and we will do what we can the new version will soon be out!

Have fun reading!

Birgitte Jallov
Editor
KROGEGAARD
Gudhjemvej 62
DK-3760 Gudhjem
Denmark
Tel: +45.56 49 83 48
Fax: +45.56 49 83 28
birgitte.jallov@mail.dk
www.birgitte-jallov.com
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Women’s Voices Crossing Frontiers
Twenty years of Women and Community Radio in Europe
By Birgitte Jallov

In 1983, when the first report-cum-directory was published of women’s community
radio stations and radio-production collectives in Western Europe, it was called
“Women On the Air”1 stressing the revolutionary fact that women were actually,
finally and in growing numbers throwing their voices ‘on the air’. The
report/directory identified twenty-six women’s radio stations and production
collectives, profiled the general media situation in the countries included in the
study including the radio stations themselves, and described the legal and actual
situation of community radio.

At that time - in the late 1970s and early 1980s - the traditional women's space on
European airwaves was the weekly 'Woman's Hour' on the national monopoly radio
stations. The issues covered here - with some beautiful exceptions in at least Berlin
and Ireland - in most instances reflected the traditional role of women in the
European societies.
At this time women in and around the new feminist and other progressive
movements also entered the pirate airwaves in especially Southern Europe and to a
lesser extent in Central Europe.
We - women concerned with 'Women in the media' in Western Europe - decided to
approach this issue on three levels:
1. Researchers got down to work on identifying and documenting the roles
and images of women in the established media.
2. Women working in the established media - radio - got to work on
a) improving the contents of women's programmes,
b) making women's voices and viewpoints visible - audible - in general
programming;
c) working on the advancement of women in the hierarchies and power
structures - aiming for more women in decision-making positions.
3. Women in and around the feminist movement created alternative channels -also
in the radio medium:
a) they were part of the mixed radio stations - at least 50 % of those
involved;
b) they - we - created women's collectives within these mixed pirate and
community radio stations; and
c) in a few places all-women community radio stations were created.
This overall strategy - implemented by individual women as well as groups of
women - was employed to ensure women's entrance on the radio waves.

“Women on the Air - Women in (Community) Radio in Europe” produced by Birgitte Jallov, Roskilde
University, Denmark, 1983 (124 pages)
1
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WOMEN ON THE (WEST) EUROPEAN AIRWAVES
At that time, women's programmes on the national radio stations generally changed
in style and content to reflect the reality of women in most European countries
where many became deeply involved in life outside the home during these years.
The daily Berlin Women's programme at Sender Freies Berlin - 'Frauenfunk' or
'Zeitpunkte' - was one of these, which not only opened up its perspective, but
became a dynamic feminist programme. It was sole due to its listener popularity for long periods it topped the charts - that kept it from being closed down.
Looking at the development of the European local, free, neighbourhood,
community, pirate radio stations, a clear regional history emerges of three Western
European ‘waves’ of similar developmental patterns of community radio and of
women’s involvement in it.
The first wave consisted of the thousands of pirate stations that appeared in the
late ‘70s in Southern Europe: Italy, France and Spain as well as in Belgium, Holland
and Switzerland. A few examples of these pirate, or at least not initially legal,
stations:
Radio Donna in Rome was one of the first women's radio stations to broadcast
programmes for working class women every morning between 9 and 11 for about
two years. It broadcast from the women's house and was very popular. The women
at the station were often harassed by rightist commandos, and finally gave in to the
terror after a serious attack in which several women were seriously wounded.
In Paris, Les Nanas Radioteuses were part of a mixed radio station and broadcast a
variety of women's programmes on their weekly night for six hours. They had a highpowered start in 1981 but lost impetus and went off the air in 1985 - partly due to
new legislation that opened up for commercialisation - and increased competition
for air time on the limited number of frequencies.
In Geneva, Radio Pleine Lune also broadcast one night a week from neighbouring
France, as part of a mixed grassroots radio station: Radio Zones.
A second European wave was the legislatively initiated trial periods for community
radio in the three Scandinavian countries in the beginning of the '80s. Their
initiation was preceded by a limited amount of pirate activities, partly due to
Scandinavian traditions that provided improved access to the national monopolies.
The tape workshops and general programming was more open to listener influence.
Here women's collectives were formed in the biggest grassroots community stations
in Copenhagen at Radio Sokkelund and in Stockholm at Radio Clara. They worked
one night a week and in other ways also closely paralleled the situation in the first
European wave of community radio described above.
But Norwegian women preferred their own approach. Instead of founding a
women's collective within a mixed grassroots station, they started a women's radio
station, RadiOrakel, in 1982. RadiOrakel was different in many ways: They were on
the air every day, not once a week; they allowed men on their staff as long as at
least two-thirds of the staff were always women. Furthermore they created a
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professional structure with many specialised editorial groups with editors who were
often paid, as opposed to other groups that preferred to have everyone doing
everything as part of the liberating work style. Moreover RadiOrakel took up
competition with both the national broadcasting station and the other community
stations, producing smooth music radio.
A third wave, dispersed over a period of time however, is visible in Great Britain,
Germany, Austria and Switzerland where intense efforts to initiate community
radios took place over an extended period.

ON THE AIR - WHAT THEN?
The ‘Women On the Air’ report was produced as a part of the extensive
preparations for the first AMARC conference in 1983 in Montréal, the first
international forum for women who were creating their own stations all over primarily - in Northern America and Europe.
At that time practically all the women’s collectives were autonomous units and
natural extensions of the women’s counterculture where the feminists in Western
Europe had been capturing the ‘public stages’, doing whatever they could to make
up women's lack of visibility of the past. These explosive expressions of women’s
own cultural productions occurred in music, literature, theatre and art, and all other
media as well.
The vision for the future of the 1983 report started out with a summary of the
findings:
“Even though women - by chance or choice - work within very different
frameworks in European women’s radio, we all share a common desire to use
radio for change and to use radio as a source of information that shall enable
us to act, to do something about our lives - to move and be moved.
Planning the work at the radio collectives and with programmes reveals other
characteristic traits. The decision-making process is collective to the largest
extent possible. A collective responsibility towards each other (shared skills)
and each others’ work (evaluation of the programmes) creates a secure,
mutual atmosphere in which the roles of technical and journalistic experts are
unnecessary.
Even though the programming nationally has national characteristics, it also
points in the same direction, looking at the world through the eyes of women
by giving us a voice on the air to discuss matters of importance to our lives.
Even so, the various stations still have their individual differences. For
example, “Radio Pleine Lune” in Ferney-Voltaire emphasises the international
experience of women and “Frauenfunk” in Berlin focuses on local activities;
“Vrouwenradio” in Amsterdam produces radio for women more or less like
themselves, and “Les Nanas Radioteuses” in Paris wants all women to use
their radio; many women call up “Radio Lilith” in Rome, while few women
call up “Libre á Elles” in Brussels; the Italian women’s radios were some of the
first feminist voices on the air in Europe, and they seem to be practically off
the air now, just as the Copenhagen “Women waves” went on the air; "Radio
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Lilith” was a radio station all by itself while most other women’s collectives
are part of mixed stations.
Where will women’s radio in Europe be in 1985? 1990?
More and more countries in Europe are decentralising the radio structure,
enabling more and more public access and participation. The pirate period in
France, the French-speaking part of Belgium, and Italy is gradually being
replaced by a legal community radio situation, and legally initiated
experiments are on the air in Sweden, Norway and Denmark. An opening up
of the monopoly is being discussed in Switzerland, Germany and Great Britain.
At the same time the crisis in the West European countries worsens, the winds
get colder and women are told that “the real place of a real woman is...”
What will happen?
Will the pressure from our changing life situation be so hard that we don’t
have the energy to produce radio? Will the suppression be so bad that the
need for information and activity will increase, and the radio gets to play an
even more important role for women? Will the decentralisation of the media
continue to allow progressive voices? Or will we all “go pirate”?
What do we want to happen, and how do we want to achieve it? How can we
keep our radio as our own means of expression to strengthen our local culture
and to share experiences across boundaries with our “international sisters”?”
(from: “Women On the Air”)

1983 - 1996 WHAT HAPPENED?
What happened during the next thirteen years? No simple, one-dimensional,
conclusive picture exists as a way of explanation.
The feminist movement was still very strong; its voices and the movement-based
autonomous collectives were strong as well. As the dynamism of these movements
diminished, the power within the radio production collectives faded as well. Les
Nanas Radioteuses in Paris, Radio Donna in Rome, and many others have totally
stopped. Kvindestemmer (Women’s Voices - called ‘Women Waves’ at the outset) in
the mixed grassroots station in Copenhagen just barely continues to exist: carried by
one woman who works diligently to fill the weekly 1 1/2 hours with worthwhile
programming.
Nonetheless other elements seem to point in another direction:
The ice has slowly been breaking in England and Ireland allowing for women’s radio
stations and production collectives to be on the air for increasing periods of time.
In Oslo, RadiOrakel is still going strong. With six paid staff members and some 30-40
volunteers they continue to broadcast every day. They have also established
themselves in a niche with a faithful circle of listeners covering new and avant-garde
culture and music. The women's perspective is involved in all their activities, but in
their words, "they are not religious about it".
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What does this brief view of the past situation of women's programming on the
alternative or community airwaves in Western Europe show? It shows that we are
dealing with more than one issue. Women in the community radio movement are
not only active in the general programming, they use radio in two distinctly different
ways:
as volunteer/amateur radio: a tool of expression of the feminist movement,
as professional radio to advance women's political position in media
Whereas community radio has been used by groups of women as one of many tools
in movement-centred work, the collective and its programmes live and die with the
energy of the movement.
On the other hand, women who decide to establish a radio station approach the
medium in a different way. For instance, survival is likely to be high on the agenda
which influences structures and approaches. Moreover, women who choose to
actually start a women’s radio station often, as seen by the example of RadiOrakel's
contribution from Norway in this directory, have a number of political aspects to
their work: Women’s voices, music, history and concerns on the air AS WELL AS to
train women to becoming professional, women-identified journalists and
technicians, ready to enter mainstream media where they strengthen the
representation of good women there!
These two ways in which women use the radio medium are complementary. And we
need both versions!

1996 - WOMEN’S VOICES CROSSING FRONTIERS
Where are we now? The global media situation has drastically changed in the
preceding period and replaced the revolutionary feeling of setting up a ten-watt
transmitter on a metropolitan rooftop, of being ‘on the air’, of feeling a genuine
need to provide alternatives to the transnational media giants. This growing concern
further stresses the importance of clear strategies and cross-border collaboration.
With the creation in 1994 of AMARC-Europe, a European Women’s Network picked
up at a regional level, what the international network of AMARC had been doing on
at a global level2. Women who participated in the discussions at the first conference
placed a high priority for the network's activities on making a directory. Direct
networking, exchange and co-operation needed to be facilitated. The individual
woman in her individual radio station needed a tool to reach out to other individual
women in their stations... Since no paid positions are currently available for the
European co-ordinator of the women’s network, this kind of day-to-day coordination and contact-mediation would not take place otherwise - or at least on a
very extensive level and in a very incidental manner.
The directory as such had quite an important function to fill. As described in the
Foreword, the present version of the directory is planned to be a preliminary one,
with a revised and more extensive publication to be issued (hopefully) in early 1997,
covering also areas of specialised exchange such as exchange of programmes; staff
2

For a description of this please refer to Bianca Miglioretto’s introductory article of this directory.
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exchange; informal correspondent network for exchange of news; and finally
information on available training and trainers.
The present version of the directory fills the immediate function of any directory: to
perform as a network facilitator. Stations that want to be included have responded
to the widely circulated questionnaire, presenting themselves through a rather
detailed profile with as much additional history they preferred, including addresses
and contact persons.
The table next page presents the distribution of the different radio forms3 used by
women in the countries covered by this directory. The table shows that two-thirds
of the radio activity represented in this directory takes place either in women’s radio
stations (2), in autonomous collectives (12) or in groups doing women’s
programming in mixed radio stations (11). Only one-third of the activities
represented are carried by individual women - either in the form of women’s shows
or as an individual working with an active gender awareness.
What picture emerges from the information included in this directory?
Since the first European directory in 1983, the Iron Curtain has been swept aside
more than doubling the size of Europe and bringing a much more varied media
situation into the discussion about the situation in Europe. Whereas the ‘media
revolution’ in a community radio and media context took place in the late ‘70s and
early ‘80s in Western Europe (as described above), the ‘media revolution’ in Eastern
and Central Europe took place in the early ‘90s with the opening of the first
independent radio stations.
Whereas the ‘revolution’ in Western Europe introduced media geared towards the
community with a strong non-commercial profile on the air, the independent media
of Eastern and Central Europe to a large extend see the new commercial situation as
a liberation from the former state monopolies - where the traditional monopolies
were devoid of public service with no aspirations for balanced, impartial
programming! Still, money is only one aspect, real journalistic independence is - for
some - far more important, as described by the co-founder and Director General of
the first independent radio in the former Soviet Union, Vladimir Litvinov of the
Almaty, Kazakhstan-based Radio M:
“Having sponsors means having Money and Masters! Radio M has had many
offers from companies wanting to buy all the shares of the station. But they are
not for sale! People here put the independence of the radio station higher than
the size of their paycheque!” 4

Whether the women’s radio production takes place in an all women’s radio station, in an autonomous collective
in a mixed station, in a women’s group (not totally autonomous) in a mixed station, is an individual woman
making a women’s show or is an individual woman working in a mainstream setting with a gender-conscious
perspective.
3

4

The authors own interview in March 1996 in Almaty, Kazakhstan
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Table 1: Distribution of Radio Forms by Country
Types of radio
Countries

Numbers of
responses per
country


Belarus
Bosnia Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands9
Norway
Romania11
Spain
Switzerland

2
2
1
1
26
57
6
2
3
2
210
2
3
1
2

Total

36

Women’s radio
station

Autonomous
collective in
mixed radio station

Group doing women’s
programmes in mixed
radio station
1
15

A woman
having a
women’s
show
1

An individual woman
working w/women’s
perspective in
mainstream setting
1
1
1

1
2
2
2
1

8

3
4
1

1

1
1
1
(2)
1
1

3

8 + (2)

1
1
1

1

1
2
1
2

2

12

11

There was both a group doing women’s programmes AND a woman working a woman’s show registered at the same station
One of the responses from Finland is from the national radio station. But the content and work-style parallels that of a community radio, and is therefore included
7
Only the names of stations and addresses have been received. They are included to show that women’s radio is active in France. Hopefully these will be filled in for the next issue of the
directory.
8 As I have only received names and addresses of 5 stations with women’s programmes, I have estimated tha three are autonomous and two are in groups in mixed stations, based on data
available from earlier.
9 One station had three forms of women’s programmes represented
10 Three responses were receive, but s one was hard to read, I called the contact person who told me that the women’s programme no longer existed. Sad – but a reality!
11 In Romania one astation had two forms of women’s programming represented.
5
6
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And he validated his point by explaining that the staff worked without pay for half a
year at an especially hard time in their early history.
This difference between East and West, and the new diversity of the East, was
described well in the AMARC Europe inception conference in Slovenia in September
1994 by Robert Horwitz, Radio consultant of the SOROS foundation in Eastern
Europe:
“The stereotypical community radio station as developed in Europe and the
United States, as a model, is not well understood in Eastern and Central
Europe and to a large extent I think that may be a good thing, because what
we have in Eastern Europe is a much larger diversity of people trying to invent
radio by whatever inspiration and means they have at hand, and that has led
to a much wider range of radio formats and much more peculiar kinds of
organisational structures than I have seen anywhere else. “
(Quoted from the conference report)
In Eastern Europe it is revolutionary finally to have a space for creating independent
media, being free to set the news agenda as described in the UNESCO initiated
“Almaty Declaration” of 1992.
And according to the introductory article by the AMARC Europe co-ordinator of the
Women’s Network for Central Asia, Gulnara Medeubekova, women are a central
part of this new ‘media revolution’:
“In our daily life, the role of women (and I would like to emphasise this fact!)
increases not only by the day, but by the hour. This is also true for the
constantly improving role and position of women-journalists who work at
radio stations.... Of the twenty directors of radio stations in Almaty,
Kazakhstan, about sixty per cent are women!”
When looking at the situation in Western Europe, with its relatively long history
described earlier in this article, the situation does not seem to have improved much,
as the Co-ordinator of the Women’s Network of AMARC-Europe for Western
Europe, Bianca Miglioretto writes in her introductory article:
“Regardless of whether we defend the results obtained during many years of
feminist struggle or whether we advance the struggle for women’s liberation
within the community radio sector, one of the goals formulated during
AMARC 5 by activists of he AMARC Women’s Network still applies:
“As women, our access to the mass-media is minimal. Our voices,
experiences, knowledge and vision of the world are not acknowledged
within society as a whole, or in the mass-media. That is why we have
started this network.””
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So there is still much to be done, as she concludes in describing the women’s day
planned to start up the 2nd Pan European AMARC-Europe conference, taking place in
Copenhagen October 15-19, 1996:
“(This day) will also be an opportunity to rethink our activities so far and to
plan future activities. We will define the direction of the AMARC-Europe
Women’s Network. There are many questions to be asked and many answers
to be found.”
Understanding the dynamics is one way of finding answers to some of the questions.
What kind of radios are active where? And why? What seems to work better? Why?

The second table(Table 2 – see next page), categorising the radio forms for
Eastern/Central Europe and Western Europe respectively, actually illustrates the
perspectives discussed above: Whereas the emphasis in Western Europe is on the
left half of the spectrum, with greater women's influence on all structures, which is
a natural extension of the history of the Western European feminist movement as
represented in all women’s radio stations (2), autonomous production collectives
(11?) and groups of women doing programmes in a mixed station (9), altogether
representing 80 % of the activities represented in this directory. Only six ‘activities’
(20%) are examples of individual women producing either a women’s show or
working in mixed settings with an active gender awareness.
As for Eastern and Central Europe, the emphasis is comparatively greater on the
right half of the spectrum of the table 2, with 40 % (representing four ‘activities’) on
individual women and 60% on the group-oriented side of the spectrum - with the
emphasis (40% of the 60% total) on the group operating in an integrated manner
(not autonomously) in the mixed radio station.
As stressed in the introductory article of this directory by Melinda Borbely, the
AMARC-Europe co-ordinator of the Women’s Network for Central and Eastern
Europe, it is exactly the more collective - and maybe autonomous - activities that
have to be strengthened in her region:
“From my point of view, the role of the AMARC-Europe Women’s network in
Central and Eastern Europe is to create an east European transnational
dialogue about feminism and to help central and east European feminists
start on our own projects in response to local issues ranging from
employment, wife-beating and rape to gender studies in the university and to
politics. It’s very important to clarify the following issues: What is happening
to women in each country, what women’s networks already exist and what
new ones need to be formed.”
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Table 2: Radio forms in Eastern and Western Europe
Types of radio
Numbers of
responses 

Women’s radio
station

Autonomous
collective in
mixed radio station

Group doing
women’s
programmes in
mixed radio station

A woman
having a
women’s
show

An individual
woman working
w/women’s
perspective in
mainstream setting

Eastern & Central
Europe

10

0

2

4

0

4

Western Europe

28

2

11

9

1

5

Total

38

2

13

13

1

0
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THE NEW FRONTIERS TO CROSS ?
Where are the new frontiers to be crossed in the context created and discussed
above?
When dealing with issues relating specifically to women-related developments,
discussions in the ‘70s and ‘80s focused on creating women’s projects or women’s
components to general projects and activities. Since the late ‘80s and early ‘90s the
discussion - and action - has moved increasingly towards ‘mainstreaming’ activities.
Rather than risk the possible ghettoization of specific women-related, exclusive
activities, a conscious gender-aware perspective is now advocated.
How does this discussion relate to our situation in community radio and radio
production collectives? In the above, we have distinguished between the grassroots
movement radio and the professionalised political radio with respect to the Western
European developments. In Eastern and Central Europe and in Central Asia the
developments are still so relatively new that the picture emerging is not altogether
clear, even though the tendency is more towards women’s integration in mixed
stations where individuals work with a attitude of gender-awareness or in ‘open’
women’s groups.
When looking back at the strategies of research, production and lobbying for getting
more women at the decision making levels, as formulated and realised in the early
years described above, the work of RadiOrakel seems to be a good example of a
station consciously working in that direction.
One way of doing this is consciously to use the radio station as a training ground for
women for whom NRK, the national public service broadcaster, has subsequently
demonstrated an obvious interest. In this manner, NRK recruits well-trained and
experienced women who have received their training in a secure and at the same
time experimental setting that allows for the development of a high level of
independence and creativity. Such a female recruit seems to be a strong candidate
for strengthening the role of women and women’s interpretations in mainstream
media. --- And what RadiOrakel has formulated as an open and offensive strategy
takes place informally all over. The community radio stations are an important
training ground for women as well as for men, and more training is needed. In most
of the returned questionnaires forming the major part of this directory, a long list of
training needs are listed. We hope to find ways of preparing for an intensified
exchange between radio stations and production collectives in the next version of
this directory.
For now it seems that a clear development is taking place: the number of
movement-based women’s radio stations and production collectives in Western
Europe is growing, the stations are used as a training grounds for women entering
the mainstream media with a strong gender-sensitive baggage. In Eastern and
Central Europe developments are taking place rapidly with a growing influence of
individual women and women’s production groups in the new independent radio
stations, and in Central Asia women seem to be getting straight to the top in vast
numbers!
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In closing, we can quote the very last paragraph of the 1983 women’s radio
directory, which is still very true:
“How can we keep our radio as our own means of expression to strengthen
our local culture, and share experiences across boundaries with our
“international sisters”?
With our differences and different experiences, the most crucial answer to this
question seems today to be exchange and networking: To share and learn from each
other, but also to find ways of countering the worst effects of the globalisation of
communication, with all that it entails for women!
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